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Objective: Our objective was to identify symptom clusters using standardized measures completed by partici-
pants in the Menopausal Strategies: Finding Lasting Answers to Symptoms and Health clinical trial at baseline,
including hot flash interference, and sleep, depressive, anxiety, and pain symptoms.

Methods: Data from all women randomized to interventions and controls from Menopausal Strategies: Finding
Lasting Answers to Symptoms and Health studies 1, 2, and 3 (N¼ 899) were included; 797 with complete data were
used in the analyses. Scores from standardized measures obtained at baseline included the following: Hot Flash-
Related Daily Interference Scale, Insomnia Severity Index, Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index, Patient Health
Questionnaire-9 measure of depressed mood, Generalized Anxiety Disorder, and Brief Pain Inventory PEG scores
(pain intensity [P], interference with enjoyment of life [E], and interference with daily activity [G]). Latent class
analysis was used to identify symptom clusters using standardized scale scores and their established cut points.

Results: We identified five classes using the Bayesian Information Criterion and the Akaike Information
Criterion. Women in classes 1 and 2 had high hot flash interference levels relative to the others, and class 1 (10.5% of
total) included severe hot flash interference, severe sleep symptoms, and moderately severe pain symptoms (hot
flash, sleep, pain). In class 2 (14.1%), severe hot flash interference was paired with the severe sleep symptoms, and
moderate to severe depressed and anxious mood symptoms and pain (hot flash, sleep, mood, pain). In class 3
(39.6%), women reported moderately severe sleep symptoms with moderate hot flash interference, and low severity
mood and pain symptoms (hot flash, sleep). Those in class 4 (7.0%) reported moderate hot flash interference with
severe levels of anxiety and depressed mood symptoms, but low levels of other symptoms (hot flash, mood). Women
in class 5 (28.7%) reported the lowest levels of all the five symptoms (low severity symptoms).

Conclusions: Women meeting hot flash frequency criteria for inclusion in clinical trials exhibited multiple co-
occurring symptoms that clustered into identifiable groups according to symptom interference and severity.
Variability of symptom profiles between the classes was evident, indicating that the classes were composed of
differing symptom types and not simply differing severity levels. These symptom clusters may be useful phenotypes
for differentiating treatment effects or evaluating associations with biomarkers or genes.
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the clusters could indicate a unique phenotype for use in

(2)

SYMPTOM CLUSTERS MSFLASH PARTICIPANTS
A
lthough a majority of women experience hot flashes
during the menopausal transition and early postme-
nopause stage, many women experience multiple

co-occurring symptoms (symptom clusters) during this
period. Cray et al found three predominant symptom clusters
in the population-based Seattle Midlife Women’s Health
Study cohort: cluster 1 included high-severity hot flashes
and moderate levels of sleep, mood, cognitive, and pain
symptoms (12% of women studied); cluster 2 included mod-
erate levels of sleep, mood, cognitive, and pain symptoms,
with low-severity hot flashes (13%); and cluster 3 included
low-severity or absent symptoms (75%).1 These clusters were
differentially associated with menopausal transition stages:
the late menopausal transition stage and early postmenopause
stage were significantly more highly associated with symp-
tom cluster 1 than with the other clusters.1 In addition, higher
follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH), lower estrone, higher
norepinephrine, and lower epinephrine levels were associated
with cluster 1.2

Despite the common co-occurrence of multiple symptoms,
to date, the majority of the treatment trials have focused on hot
flashes as a single or primary endpoint, with few including
endpoint measures that incorporate multiple co-occurring
symptoms. The Menopausal Strategies: Finding Lasting
Answers to Symptoms and Health (MsFLASH) network,
established in response to a National Institutes of Health
request for applications and charged with conducting rapid
throughput randomized trials of novel interventions to alle-
viate vasomotor and other menopausal symptoms, has
recruited women with bothersome hot flashes to participate
in clinical trials, and included measures of hot flashes, as well
as sleep, depressive, anxiety, and pain symptoms at baseline
and after treatment. To date, MsFLASH investigators have
reported outcomes of trials of escitalopram, yoga, exercise,
omega-3, low-dose estradiol (E2), and venlafaxine, examining
changes in hot flashes, sleep, depressive, anxiety, pain symp-
toms, and overall quality of life analyzed as individual out-
comes.3-11

Some of these therapies seem promising for symptoms
other than hot flashes, such as sleep, but it is not clear whether
the treatment effects pertain to women with multiple, co-
occurring symptoms. Analyses are needed that will examine
the therapeutic effects on clusters or combinations of symp-
toms in ways that would inform clinicians as they select
optimal therapies for women reporting co-occurring symp-
toms. A long-term goal of this research is to determine the
effectiveness of therapies such as those tested in MsFLASH
trials, including pharmaceuticals such as escitalopram, E2,
venlafaxine, and behavioral therapies such as yoga and exer-
cise, on hot flashes and co-occurring symptoms (clusters) that
women experience during the menopausal transition and early
postmenopause stage, as a basis for personalizing treatment
and determining for whom certain therapies are most effica-
cious. Exploration of the patterns of symptom clusters in this
population is a necessary early step in determining the likely
efficacy of therapies on symptom clusters. In addition, each of
opyright @ 2015 The North American Menopause Society.
future genotype or biomarker association studies.
The purposes of these analyses were to:

(1) Identify symptom clusters from baseline measures of hot
flashes, sleep, depressive, anxiety, and pain symptoms in
 Una
MsFLASH participants from all three trials using stand-
ardized measures of hot flashes (Hot Flash-Related Daily
Interference Scale [HFRDIS]), sleep (Insomnia Severity
Index [ISI], Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index [PSQI]),
depressive symptoms (Patient Health Questionnaire-9
[PHQ-9]), anxiety symptoms (Generalized Anxiety
Disorder-7 [GAD-7]), and pain (PEG scale from the
Brief Pain Inventory [pain intensity (P), interference
with enjoyment of life (E), and interference with daily
activity (G)]).
Explore associations of demographic characteristics with
clusters of symptoms.
METHODS

Sample
All women who were randomized to interventions and con-

trol groups from the MsFLASH studies 1, 2, and 3 were included
(N¼ 899). Study 1, a trial of escitalopram,3 included 100
women in the intervention and 100 in the placebo control group.
Study 2 used a 3 � 2 factorial design to test yoga and exercise
versus controls,6-9 crossed with omega-3 supplement versus
placebo, including 112 women in the yoga trial, 112 in the
exercise trial, and 150 in the usual activity control group.
Omega-3 and placebo were received by 187 women each. Study
3, a trial of E2 versus Venlafaxine,11,12 randomized 87 women to
E2, 87 to venlafaxine, and 130 to placebo control. Of these
women, a total of 797 participants provided complete data at
baseline prior to randomization for the measures used in these
analyses. The inclusion and exclusion criteria for the trials are
discussed in detail elsewhere.13 In brief, each of the trials
required women to be 40 to 62 years of age; in the late
menopausal transition stage or within 5 years of their final
menstrual period; not using hormone therapy (HT) in the past
2 months and no nonhormonal therapies for hot flashes; and
experiencing at least 14 to 28 hot flashes per week, depending on
the trial, and at least four reports of moderate to severe vaso-
motor symptoms and or both for each of the 3 weeks of
screening. Medical history requirements were for generally
good health, including not pregnant, breast-feeding or intending
to become pregnant, no abnormal mammogram results in the
past 2 years, no current depression, no major severe depressive
episode in the past 3 months or suicide attempts in the past
3 years, and no diagnosis of psychosis/psychotic disorder. In
addition, women were not eligible if they experienced drug/
alcohol abuse in the past year or used psychotropic medications
within the past 30 days (see Newton et al13 for further details).

Measures
The MsFLASH trials incorporated standardized scales with

known cut points, which are described below. The data
presented here are from the standardized measures for hot
flashes, sleep, depressive, anxiety, and pain symptoms.
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Hot flashes were assessed using the 10-item Hot Flash- disturbances, use of sleeping medication, and daytime dys-

WOODS ET AL
Related Daily Interference Scale (HFRDIS), which ascertains
the degree to which hot flashes interfered with daily activi-
ties.14 The scale requires women to rate the degree (0¼ does
not interfere to 10 completely interferes) to which hot flashes
interfere with nine daily life activities, such as work and social
activities.14 In this trial, the HFRDIS score indicated the
degree of interference associated with the symptom over
the past week. Scores of 0 to 39 were rated mild, 40 to 69
moderate, and 70 to 100 severe (Table 1).

Sleep symptoms were assessed using two standardized
sleep measures: the ISI and the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality
Inventory. The ISI is used to assess insomnia symptoms over
the past 2 weeks with seven items that assess difficulty falling
asleep, difficulty staying asleep, problems with early awak-
ening, satisfaction with current sleep pattern, interference of
sleep problem with daily functioning, noticeability of impair-
ment attributed to the sleep problem, and degree of distress
caused by the sleep problem. Women rated each item from 0
to 4, with higher scores suggesting more severe symptoms.
Scores of 0 to 7 indicate absence of insomnia, 8 to 14 mild
insomnia, 15 to 21 clinical insomnia of moderate severity, and
22 to 28 severe clinical insomnia.15,16

The PSQI is used to assess subjective sleep quality and
sleep disturbances over the past month. Women assess their
sleep quality, latency, duration, and efficiency, sleep
Copyright @ 2015 The North American Menopause Society

TABLE 1. Symptom scor

Total 1
N (%) n (%)

797 84 (10.5)

HFRDIS
None (0) 6 (0.8) 0 (0.0)
Mild (1-39) 398 (49.9) 1 (1.2)
Moderate (40-69) 328 (41.2) 50 (59.5)
Severe (70-100) 65 (8.2) 33 (39.3)

ISI
No clinically significant insomnia (�7) 231 (29.0) 11 (13.1)
Subthreshold insomnia (8-14) 328 (41.2) 30 (35.7)
Clinical insomnia (moderate, 15-21) 203 (25.5) 25 (29.8)
Clinical insomnia (severe, 22-28) 35 (4.4) 18 (21.4)

PSQI
<5 147 (18.4) 2 (2.4)
5 to <8 259 (32.5) 24 (28.6)
�8 391 (49.1) 58 (69.0)

PHQ
No depression (0-4) 559 (70.1) 78 (92.9)
Mild depression (5-9) 179 (22.5) 6 (7.1)
Moderateþ depression (�10) 59 (7.4) 0 (0.0)

GAD
No anxiety (0-4) 612 (76.8) 74 (88.1)
Mild anxiety (5-9) 136 (17.1) 10 (11.9)
Moderateþ anxiety (�10) 49 (6.1) 0 (0.0)

PEG
None (0) 340 (42.7) 33 (39.3)
Mild (1-3.9) 318 (39.9) 4 (4.8)
Moderate (4-6.9) 117 (14.7) 30 (35.7)
Severe (7-10) 22 (2.8) 17 (20.2)

All percentages within the column. GAD, Generalized Anxiety Disorder Scale;
Severity Index; PEG, pain intensity (P), interference with enjoyment of life (E),
Questionnaire-Depression; PSQI, Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index.
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function. Higher scores indicate poorer sleep quality and cut-
off values of 5 and 8 have been used to indicate poor sleep
quality.17-19 We used established scores of less than 5 to
indicate low-level severity, 5 to less than 8 to indicate
moderate severity, and greater than 8 to indicate the most
severe sleep disturbances.

Depressive symptoms were assessed using the Patient
Health Questionnaire-8 item depression scale,20 and anxiety
symptoms with the GAD-7.21 We used published criteria of
scores from 0 to 4 to indicate no depression, 5 to 9 to indicate
mild depression, and above 10 to indicate moderate to severe
depressive symptoms. In addition, we used published criteria
of 0 to 4 to indicate no anxiety, 5 to 9 to indicate mild anxiety,
and above 10 to indicate moderate or more severe anxiety
symptoms for the GAD-7.

Finally, pain was assessed using the PEG scale from the
Brief Pain Inventory.22,23 The pain (PEG) scores were classi-
fied such that 0 indicated no pain, 1 to 3.9 indicated mild, 4 to
6.9 moderate, and 7 to 10 higher-severity pain.

Analysis
All women randomized to interventions and controls from

MsFLASH studies 1, 2, and 3 (N¼ 899) were eligible to be
included in the study; the analytic cohort was comprised of
797 women with complete baseline data. Demographic
. Unauthorized reproduction of this article is prohibited.

es by cluster number

Symptom cluster number

2 3 4 5
n (%) n (%) n (%) n (%)

112 (14.1) 316 (39.6) 56 (7.0) 229 (28.7)

0 (0.0) 1 (0.3) 1 (1.8) 4 (1.7)
7 (6.2) 187 (59.2) 28 (50.0) 175 (76.4)

82 (73.2) 119 (37.7) 27 (48.2) 50 (21.8)
23 (20.5) 9 (2.8) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0)

0 (0.0) 7 (2.2) 14 (25.0) 199 (86.9)
9 (8.0) 218 (69.0) 41 (73.2) 30 (13.1)

88 (78.6) 89 (28.2) 1 (1.8) 0 (0.0)
15 (13.4) 2 (0.6) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0)

0 (0.0) 1 (0.3) 5 (8.9) 139 (60.7)
4 (3.6) 125 (39.6) 31 (55.4) 75 (32.8)

108 (96.4) 190 (60.1) 20 (35.7) 15 (6.6)

4 (3.6) 260 (82.3) 0 (0.0) 217 (94.8)
66 (58.9) 54 (17.1) 41 (73.2) 12 (5.2)
42 (37.5) 2 (0.6) 15 (26.8) 0 (0.0)

34 (30.4) 287 (90.8) 0 (0.0) 217 (94.8)
47 (42.0) 26 (8.2) 41 (73.2) 12 (5.2)
31 (27.7) 3 (0.9) 15 (26.8) 0 (0.0)

36 (32.1) 110 (34.8) 19 (33.9) 142 (62.0)
40 (35.7) 178 (56.3) 32 (57.1) 64 (27.9)
33 (29.5) 28 (8.9) 5 (8.9) 21 (9.2)
3 (2.7) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 2 (0.9)

HFRDIS, Hot Flash-Related Daily Interference Scale; ISI, Insomnia
and interference with daily activity (G); PHQ, Patient Health

� 2015 The North American Menopause Society
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characteristics were summarized using descriptive statistics. penalty for model complexity than the AIC. Thus, when the

ipa

SYMPTOM CLUSTERS MSFLASH PARTICIPANTS
To identify symptom clusters, we used latent class analysis to
group participants into unobserved (latent) classes based on
observed (manifest) symptom scores, with cut points based on
established standards. Members of the same class were likely
to have similar symptom characteristics. We included age,
education, ethnicity, MsFLASH trial number, menopause
status, and whether the participant had an oophorectomy or
hysterectomy as covariates in a latent class regression model.

Two methods are commonly used to estimate latent class
regression models that include covariates to predict an indi-
vidual’s class membership. We used a one-step method, in
which the covariate associations and class membership are
estimated simultaneously in the model. In the alternative
three-step method, a simple latent class model is estimated
without covariates. The results of this model are used to
categorize participants according to estimated class member-
ship. Finally, this estimated class membership is treated as a
dependent variable in a multinomial logistic model that
includes the covariates of interest. The three-step method
has been shown to result in biased estimation of the associ-
ation of covariates with class membership. In contrast to the
three-step method, an individual’s initial probability of class
membership varies based on the covariates in the one-step
method.24

We assessed five potential models with 1 through 5 classes.
We used both the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and the
Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) to compare and select a
range of models for consideration. The BIC imposes a higher

TABLE 2. Association of baseline partic
opyright @ 2015 The North American Menopause Society.

Total 1
N (%) n (%) n

797 (100) 84 (10.5) 112

Age
Mean (SD) 54.5 (3.8) 53.2 (3.7) 54.6

Education
<High school diploma/GED 86 (10.8) 28 (33.3) 11
Some school after high school 272 (34.1) 41 (48.8) 46
College graduate 439 (55.1) 15 (17.9) 55

Ethnicity
White 510 (64.0) 21 (25.0) 61
Black 249 (31.2) 55 (65.5) 47
Other 38 (4.8) 8 (9.5) 4

MsFLASH trial
1 186 (23.3) 37 (44.0) 28
2 320 (40.2) 9 (10.7) 50
3 291 (36.5) 38 (45.2) 34

Menopause status
Menopausal transition 143 (17.9) 7 (8.3) 20
Postmenopausal 654 (82.1) 77 (91.7) 92

Oophorectomy
No 718 (90.1) 69 (82.1) 95
Yes 79 (9.9) 15 (17.9) 17

Hysterectomy
No 653 (81.9) 56 (66.7) 88
Yes 144 (18.1) 28 (33.3) 24

All percentages within the column. P values calculated from a likelihood ratio t
Symptoms and Health; GED, general educational development.
criteria disagree, a model selected on the basis of the BIC will
tend to be overly conservative, whereas one selected on the
basis of the AIC tend to be overly complex. In the context of
latent class analysis, where differing complexity means a
different number of latent classes, the AIC and BIC can be
thought of as setting upper and lower bounds on a range of
acceptable latent class models. We also evaluated model fit
using a measure of relative entropy. The significance of each
covariate in the selected model was assessed using a like-
lihood ratio test, comparing the model with the covariate to a
model without. Analysis was conducted using R 3.0 and the
poLCA package (Table 2).24-26

RESULTS
Participants were midlife women (mean age 54.5 y,

SD¼ 3.8) who were well educated, with 55% having com-
pleted college and only 11% having a high school diploma or
less formal education. Women reported their race/ethnicity as
Black (n¼ 249), white (n¼ 510), and another racial/ethnic
group (n¼ 38); including American Indian (n¼ 2), Asian
American (n¼ 17), Hispanic (n¼ 11), and other non-Hispanic
(n¼ 8). The majority (82%) indicated they were in the early
postmenopause stage, and 28% were in the early or late
menopausal transition, based on the STRAW þ 10 defi-
nitions.27 Eighteen percent reported having had a hyster-
ectomy and 10% an oophorectomy.

Overall, nearly 50% of women reported moderate or severe
HFRDIS scores, but approximately 50% scored below 38 on

nt characteristics with symptom clusters
 Unauthorized reproduction of this article is prohibited.

Symptom cluster number

2 3 4 5

P
(%) n (%) n (%) n (%)
(14.1) 316 (39.6) 56 (7.0) 229 (28.7)

0.001
(3.9) 54.5 (3.7) 54.7 (3.6) 54.8 (3.9)

<0.001
(9.8) 16 (5.1) 5 (8.9) 26 (11.4)
(41.1) 97 (30.7) 26 (46.4) 62 (27.1)
(49.1) 203 (64.2) 25 (44.6) 141 (61.6)

<0.001
(54.5) 245 (77.5) 41 (73.2) 142 (62.0)
(42.0) 67 (21.2) 10 (17.9) 70 (30.6)
(3.6) 4 (1.3) 5 (8.9) 17 (7.4)

0.02
(25.0) 57 (18.0) 11 (19.6) 53 (23.1)
(44.6) 151 (47.8) 32 (57.1) 78 (34.1)
(30.4) 108 (34.2) 13 (23.2) 98 (42.8)

0.8
(17.9) 65 (20.6) 12 (21.4) 39 (17.0)
(82.1) 251 (79.4) 44 (78.6) 190 (83.0)

0.4
(84.8) 299 (94.6) 51 (91.1) 204 (89.1)
(15.2) 17 (5.4) 5 (8.9) 25 (10.9)

0.5
(78.6) 277 (87.7) 50 (89.3) 182 (79.5)
(21.4) 39 (12.3) 6 (10.7) 47 (20.5)

est. MsFLASH, Menopausal Strategies: Finding Lasting Answers to
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the HFRDIS (maximal score of 100), suggesting that their hot women (14.1%), class 3 included 316 women (39.6%), class 4

WOODS ET AL
flashes interfered mildly with their daily lives. As measured
by the ISI scores, nearly 29% had no clinically significant
insomnia, but 30% had moderate to severe clinical insomnia.
PSQI scores were 8 or higher for 50% of women, indicating
they reported the poorest sleep quality. Nearly 23% of women
had mild depressive mood symptoms and 7% moderate to
high levels as measured by the PHQ. The GAD scores
indicated mild anxiety symptoms for 17% of women and
moderate or more severe anxiety for 6%. Most women had
PEG scores indicating no to mild pain severity (40%), but
15% reported moderate and 3% reported severe pain.

On the basis of the BIC, the three-class solution was
optimal (BIC¼ 8,776 for the three cluster solution), and based
on the AIC, the five-class solution was optimal (AIC¼ 8,341
for the five cluster solution). All models had a relative entropy
greater than 0.99, meaning that all had a low level of
uncertainty when classifying individuals into particular
classes. Since every model had a high relative entropy, this
measure was not useful in differentiating between models.
The three-class solution yielded three clusters that differed
only in severity of the symptoms; for example, low, medium,
and high symptom severity clusters, whereas the four and the
five-class solutions differed based on type and severity of
symptoms. The five-class solution offered greater differen-
tiation of the classes based on symptom type than the four-
class solution, yielding clinically relevant profiles.

The posterior class membership probabilities were applied
to assign each woman to the appropriate symptom cluster:
class 1 included 84 women (10.5%), class 2 included 112
Copyright @ 2015 The North American Menopause Society

FIG. 1. Plot of normalized mean symptom level by cluster: 5 cluster solutio
Related Daily Interference Scale; ISI, Insomnia Severity Index; PHQ, Patien
Inventory.

162 Menopause, Vol. 23, No. 2, 2016
included 56 women (7.0%), and class 5 included 229 women
(28.7%). Figure 1 shows the mean symptom interference or
severity per class on a normalized scale from 0 to 1. Because
women in class 5 reported the lowest severity levels for all
symptoms, the symptom means appear as 0 in this figure.

On the basis of the sample class assignments, we inves-
tigated the symptom distributions within each class (Table 1).
Women in classes 1 and 2 had high hot flash interference
levels relative to the others. Class 1, termed hot flashes/sleep/
pain (10.5% of the total sample), included severe hot flash
interference (39%), severe sleep symptoms ([69% with scores
>8 on the PSQI; 51% with moderate or severe clinical
insomnia on the ISI], and 46% with moderate to severe pain
scores on PEG). Class 2, termed hot flashes/sleep/mood
(14.1% of the total sample), included severe hot flash inter-
ference (21%), severe sleep symptoms (96% with scores >8
on PSQI, 92% with moderate to severe clinical insomnia on
ISI), 38% with moderate depressed mood on the PHQ, 28%
with moderate levels of anxiety on the GAD, and 32% with
moderate to severe pain on the PEG scale. Class 3, termed
poor sleep (39.6% of the sample), had only 3% with severe hot
flash interference, but 60% reported sleep scores greater than
8 on PSQI and 29% indicated moderate to severe clinical
insomnia on the ISI; mood and pain symptoms were none to
mild. Class 4, termed poor sleep/mood (7.0% of the sample),
had no participants with severe hot flash interference, but 36%
had scores greater than 8 on PSQI, 27% had moderate to
severe depression scores, and 27% had moderate to severe
anxiety scores. Class 5, termed low severity (28.7% of the
. Unauthorized reproduction of this article is prohibited.

n. GAD, Generalized Anxiety Disorder scale; HFDIS, Hot Flash Daily-
t Health Questionnaire depression scale; PSQI, Pittsburgh Sleep Quality

� 2015 The North American Menopause Society
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sample), had 22% with moderate hot flash interference. The symptoms and not simply differing severity levels. These

SYMPTOM CLUSTERS MSFLASH PARTICIPANTS
majority of women in this cluster rated all other symptoms as
none or mild.

Age, education, race/ethnicity, and trial were statistically
significant in determining cluster assignment. College gradu-
ates accounted for the majority of clusters 3 and 5 (low-
severity symptoms). The majority of those with no more than
a high school education or equivalent were overrepresented in
cluster 1 (32.6%) with the most severe hot flash interference,
insomnia symptoms, and pain symptoms. Black women were
overrepresented in cluster 1, those with the most severe hot
flash interference, clinical insomnia, and pain symptoms.
Although age was significantly associated with cluster assign-
ment, there were no apparent clinically important differences
across the clusters. There were no significant differences
among the clusters with respect to menopausal status, oopho-
rectomy, or hysterectomy. There were differences across the
trials in the proportion of women in each cluster, with women
in cluster 1 being most likely to be in trial 1 or 3; those in
clusters 2, 3, and 4 being most likely to be in trial 2; and those
in cluster 5 being most likely to be in trial 3.

DISCUSSION
Latent class analysis of data from 797 women with frequent

hot flashes participating in the MsFLASH trials at baseline
revealed five clusters of symptoms. Class 1 (10.5%) included
women with highest hot flash interference, moderately high
sleep, and severe pain symptoms; in class 2 (14.1%), high hot
flash interference paired with high-severity sleep, depressed
mood, and anxiety symptoms, but mild to moderate pain
symptoms; class 3 (39.6%) had low to moderate hot flash
interference, moderate-severity sleep symptoms, and low-
severity levels of depressed mood, anxiety, and pain symp-
toms; class 4 (7.0%) high-severity depressed mood and
anxiety symptoms, but lower levels of hot flash interference,
sleep, and pain symptoms; and class 5 (28.7%) had lowest
severity of each type of symptoms.

These data indicate that individual symptoms did cluster
empirically among participants who were screened for bother-
some hot flashes as a clinical trial inclusion criterion.
Although each MsFLASH trial required a minimum number
of hot flashes for inclusion, there was considerable range in
the number and the reported severity (HFRDIS scores) of hot
flashes at baseline, and the clusters differentiated between
higher and lower severity of the hot flashes.

Data from the MsFLASH trial participants, in contrast to
the community-based sample,1 supported identification of
five different profiles of symptoms. As anticipated, the lowest
severity of hot flashes (and other symptoms) was seen among
only 29% of the sample (class 5), a substantially smaller
proportion than identified in a community-based sample
studied by Cray et al.1 Indeed, the community-based sample
included a large proportion of women with low-severity
symptoms (>70%). Moreover, variability of symptom
severity levels among the five classes was evident, indicating
that the classes were composed of differing types of
opyright @ 2015 The North American Menopause Society.
clusters may represent groups of women who may respond to
treatments differently; thus further study is needed of whether
they represent potentially useful profiles of symptoms for
clinicians to consider when prescribing therapies.

Of interest is that cluster 3 had the largest membership,
accounting for 39.5% of the total sample, suggesting that
moderately severe levels of sleep symptoms accounted for
an important proportion of women experiencing symptoms.
Given that there were moderately severe sleep symptoms
reported in clusters 1 and 3, and high severity sleep symptoms
reported in cluster 2, sleep symptoms warrant further attention
in this population of women. Nearly 65% of women in the
MsFLASH trials reported sleep symptoms severe enough to be
included in these three clusters. Moreover, there is evidence of
association of poor quality sleep, including night-time awak-
ening, with hot flashes, pain, and negative mood.28-30

Although the primary symptom used as an inclusion
criterion in the MsFLASH trials was bothersome hot flashes,
only two clusters included women reporting the highest levels
of hot flash interference: clusters 1 and 2. Despite inclusion of
women meeting the criteria for bothersome symptoms in the
MsFLASH trials, some women had considerably more severe
symptoms that interfered with their lives than did others. The
co-occurrence of hot flash, sleep, and pain symptoms in
cluster 1 and hot flashes, sleep, and mood symptoms in cluster
2 resembles a cluster in which high hot flash severity was
associated with moderate levels of mood and sleep symptoms
seen in the community-based Seattle Midlife Women’s
Health Study population.1 Association of sleep and hot flash
symptoms has been noted by Joffe et al,28 by the Seattle
Midlife Women’s Health Study,29 and by the Study of
Women Across the Nation (SWAN).30

Mood symptoms (depressed mood, anxiety) were note-
worthy in clusters 2 and 4, and in cluster 2 were paired with
high-severity sleep symptoms and hot flash interference. In
cluster 4, high-severity depressed mood and anxiety were not
accompanied by high severity of other symptoms, including
hot flashes, sleep, or pain. The association of hot flashes and
anxiety, as seen in cluster 2, also has been reported by
Freeman et al from the Penn Ovarian Aging Study.31 In
addition, the association of depressed mood with sleep symp-
toms has been reported in the SWAN cohort.32 These findings
suggest that mood symptoms may be bothersome for women
during the menopausal transition or early postmenopause
stage, regardless of their experience of hot flashes and sleep
disruption, and are worthy of clinical attention.

Of note, the MsFLASH trial participants differed impor-
tantly from community samples because recruitment was
restricted to women who had hot flashes that were sufficiently
bothersome to prompt them to seek enrollment in a treatment
trial. Also, participants were selected because they did not
have current or recent clinical depression or other specific
health problems, and they were not using hormones or other
selected medications that potentially would confound the
results of the trials.
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The co-occurrence of pain symptoms with high levels of It will be interesting in future research to evaluate whether

WOODS ET AL
hot flash interference and moderately severe sleep symptoms
reported by MsFLASH participants also has been reported in
the Seattle Midlife Women’s Health Study population.
Women with the most severe pain symptoms also reported
more severe hot flashes, night-time awakening, depressed
mood, anxiety, and cognitive symptoms.33

Further analyses are needed to determine if the identified
clusters could serve as phenotypes for differentiating the type
of and/or effects of interventions needed for these subgroups
of midlife women. Given that the goal of the MsFLASH
clinical trials was reducing symptom severity, in particular,
hot flashes, the use of the clusters as potential outcomes may
have utility in tracking multiple co-occurring symptoms
before and after treatment. Analyses might focus on whether
there is stability in the clusters before, during, and after
treatment, and whether an intervention directed at hot flashes
as a primary outcome produces a shift in cluster membership
in which women exposed to the experimental treatment shift
from a cluster with more severe symptoms to one in which
severity levels of several symptoms are lower posttreatment.
Comparing the impact of an intervention on cluster member-
ship should be accompanied by examination of effects on
individual symptoms to determine the extent to which out-
comes may be dependent on only one or a few symptoms.

In addition, evidence that education was associated with
class membership prompts consideration of the potential effec-
tiveness of an educational intervention directed to self-manage-
ment of symptoms. This finding is consistent with other studies
that reveal the benefit of formal education on womens’ health in
general and the experience of symptoms.1,29-31,34-38 An edu-
cational intervention might be tested in conjunction with other
behavioral interventions in future trials.

Additional research is needed to determine whether the
clusters could serve as phenotypes in clinical studies. For
example, it would be useful to investigate the association of
biomarkers, including endocrine levels such as E2 and FSH, or
gene polymorphisms with the cluster membership. Woods
et al found that levels of urinary estrone, FSH, epinephrine,
and norepinephrine differentiated the three symptom clusters
identified in their earlier analyses.1,2 Women in a cluster
including severe hot flashes had higher overnight norepi-
nephrine and FSH levels and lower estrone and epinephrine
levels than those with low-severity symptoms.2 In addition,
womens’ progression through the menopausal transition
stages to the late menopausal transition and early postmeno-
pause stage resulted in a greater likelihood of a symptom
cluster with high severity hot flashes.1 These analyses could
be replicated with the MsFLASH trial participants. Finally,
gene polymorphisms related to estrogen synthesis, metab-
olism, and receptor function could be explored in relation to
these clusters. Such analyses could help identify potential
genetic markers for symptom experiences, including not only
the type of symptom, but the level of distress associated with
their experience.
Copyright @ 2015 The North American Menopause Society
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other characteristics, such as somatosensory awareness, are
associated with these symptom clusters. Somatosensory or
symptom awareness has been recognized as an important
factor in midlife womens’ ratings of the severity or bother
associated with their symptoms.33,39 Given that a major
distinction among the clusters identified in these analyses
is the perceived awareness of the severity of different symp-
toms, further analyses with behavioral correlates of symptom
experience, including somatosensory awareness, may help
explain individual differences associated with symptom clus-
ter membership.34,35

Limitations to the generalizability of this analysis included
the exclusion from trials 1 and 3 of women with major
depressive or anxiety disorders, as well as women using
antidepressants for hot flashes, mood, or pain symptoms.
Therefore, the clusters identified here likely underrepresent
women with midlife mood disorders and/or pain. In addition,
although women were required to experience hot flashes,
minimum frequencies to be included in the studies varied
between the trials. Thus, all women reported a moderate level
of hot flashes at baseline, precluding identification of a cluster
in which women had no or only infrequent hot flashes and
more severe symptoms of other types as seen in the com-
munity-based Seattle Midlife Women’s Health Study
sample.1 It is possible that the symptom clusters we identified
might vary if more frequent and severe hot flashes had been
required for inclusion in the trials. Finally, cognitive symp-
toms, such as changes in memory and concentration, were part
of the symptom clusters documented in Cray et al’s com-
munity-based samples,1 but these symptoms were not
assessed in the MsFLASH studies.

Future studies should also attend to the potential role of sleep
disruption, including sleep apnea, in symptom clusters that
include sleep, mood, and pain symptoms, as well as hot flashes.
Evidence linking disrupted sleep to mood, pain, and cognitive
outcomes37,38,40 warrants further investigation of these
relationships in women experiencing clusters such as those
during the menopausal transition and early postmenopause
stage.

CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, clinical trial participants experience symp-

toms that cluster together into different groups such that those
with greater hot flash interference tend to experience more
severe sleep, depressed mood, anxiety, and/or pain symptoms.
In addition, clusters were characterized by more severe sleep
or mood symptoms in the absence of severe hot flashes.
Clusters were distinguished not only by the severity but also
by the type of symptoms. Studying symptom clusters may
provide an opportunity to evaluate the impact of clinical trial
interventions on multiple co-occurring symptoms in future
studies and may also provide useful phenotypes for investi-
gating influence of biomarkers, gene polymorphisms, or other
individual characteristics on symptom experiences.
. Unauthorized reproduction of this article is prohibited.
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